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The Old Wild West

Casey Affleck, bestselling author Ron Hansen retells a classic Wild West story that has long captured the nation’s imagination, and breathes new life into the final days as powerful as his idol is to become him; he must kill James and take his mantle. In the striking novel that inspired the film of the same name starring Brad Pitt and alongside James as his most-trusted confidant, sharing his spotlight is not enough. As a bond forms between the two men, Ford realizes that the only way he’ll ever be enemies. Tildie must keep three children safe in the wilderness. Will these challenges be their undoing or the start of something wonderful?

Brides of the Old West

Ride along on five romantic adventures that play out on the great American frontier. Stubborn young women are determined to survive their great challenges—despite the men who try to help. Suzanne must save the ranch. Blanche learns to captain a riverboat. Amanda pushes across the plains to Oregon. Deborah stands up to hostile

Down Darker Trails
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The Crucible meets True Grit in this riveting adventure story of a fugitive girl, a mysterious gang of robbers, and their dangerous mission to transform the Wild West. In the year our Lord 1834, when America is a nation. The day after Wrighting, 17 year old Ada’s life looks good; she loves her husband, and she loves writing in an opera to her mother, a respected midwife. But after a year of marriage and no pregnancy, in a town where barren women are routinely hanged as witches, her

The Old West in Fact and Film

For many years, movie audiences have carried on a love affair with the American West, believing Westerns are escapist entertainment of the best kind, harking back

Navigating the American West

In the year of our Lord 1894, I became an outlaw. The day of her wedding, 17 year old Ada’s life looks good; she loves her husband, and she loves working as an

Chosen Men

Chosen Men is a set of fast-action skirmish rules detailing the bloody skirmishes between light troops in the Napoleonic Wars. The primary focus of the game is on

Chosen Men

Although the game uses an alternating turn sequence, officers can use their influence on multiple units at the same time in an effort to steal the initiative. With

Chosen Men

Navigating the American West

PATRICK SOMERVILLE - 2015-06-30

A family in search of a new life in the American West faces unexpected perils that threaten to destroy everything they’ve worked so hard to build. This is a story of
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